
 
HAPPY MONEY!TM 

30+ Law of Attraction Prosperity Affirmations (That Really Work) 
 

By Sage Taylor Kingsley-Goddard, CHT, RM & Mark Goddard, RM 
 
This audio bonus gift is excerpted from our complete Happy Money! 143 
Law of Attraction Prosperity Affirmations Audio Program, part of The 
Prosperity Power Pack  home study course and the Prosperous 
Goddess! Mastermind spiritual abundance program for women.  
 
There are so many abundance, success and Law of Attraction programs 
out there nowadays. What makes this one different is that Happy 
Money! utilizes quantum mind-body multisensory anchoring through 
sound, touch and color so that these positive empowering statements are 
embedded within your being at a deeper level than just saying 
affirmations in the typical manner. 
 
You can listen to these affirmations anytime, day or night, even while 
driving or working, as your “Background Prosperity Boost.”  
 
This audio is designed as part of a complete system, The Prosperity 
Power PackTM which also includes the revolutionary binaural-beat & 
chakra attuning Theta reprogramming audio called Aligning with 
Abundance, which you listen to at night. Happy Money! utilizes a “top-
down, outside-in” approach while Aligning with Abundance activates a 
“bottom-up, inside-out” methodology. If you use both audios, one for 
night and one for day, you experience a complete abundance activation 
for your conscious and subconscious minds, Body, Mind, Heart & Soul. 
 
Please enjoy these affirmations as our gift to you. Should you desire more 
information about The Prosperity Power Pack or our other spiritual 
abundance coaching, programs, channelings and other resources, please 
visit: www.ProsperityPassionPurpose.com  Bright blessings! 



 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
You are about to hear dozens of powerful affirmations that are proven to 
boost your prosperity consciousness and create more abundance in your 
life. 
 
Your words create your reality. These affirmations are higher truths that 
will transform your relationship with money forever.  
 
After you hear each affirmation the first time, breathe deeply, then repeat 
it for added power. Visualize it as already true, as if you have time 
traveled to your future, ideal life.  
 
These empowerment statements are your 100% truth, so see them, hear 
them, feel them from this perspective, knowing This is so.  
 
Breathe them in… and feel the joy and gratitude overflowing from your 
heart. 
 
You’ll hear the affirmations spoken by a Twin Flame couple who are also 
Reiki Masters. This energetically attunes you to abundance, creating 
balance and harmony, so that your female, receptive side receives the 
inspiration and your male, outer-directed side is energized into action. 
 
This program is also uniquely designed to keep  building your prosperity 
consciousness throughout the day by utilizing three anchors - bell, 
gesture, and color - to catalyze automatic reinforcement.  
 
When you hear the bell chime, make the OK symbol with your fingers. 
This anchoring touch and bell sound powerfully install your new 
program, creating a subconscious mind-body link through kinesthetic 
and auditory memory.  
 



Therefore, from now on, whenever you hear any bell, whenever you 
make your OK symbol, AND whenever you see or visualize green or 
gold, you are instantly aligned with abundance deep within. 
 
You are activating these truths into every cell at the quantum level…  
creating a great yes to success deep within your being. 
 
One more thing, and this is important: Your deep wisdom mind also 
understands that each time you hear this program, it is 10 t imes more 
powerful . And this motivates you to keep listening to it, to keep 
visualizing, feeling and creating your life of abundance, anchoring 
throughout the day automatically, and hearing these words of Truth, 
echoing through your being…as you now easily attract more money and 
enjoy a more relaxed, balanced life. Because you deserve it. 
 
Now get ready for your new prosperity program –  
and your happy, healthy, wealthy lifestyle.  
 

   
 
 



 
 
   

HAPPY MONEY! AFFIRMATIONS 
 
 
I love life and I love me.  
 
I 100% deserve, desire and welcome prosperity now -  and always. 
 
I deserve lots of money because money is good energy. 
 
I breathe in the golden energy of wealth into every part of my being.  
 
I have a great vision for making a great difference in the world. 
 
The Universe supports my vision through synchronicities, divine 
connections and bounteous money miracles. 
 
Because I am a visionary, I am visible and vibrant. 
 
And I have many wonderful opportunities to share my gifts. 
 
When I share my vision, people get involved to support it. 
They love it! 
 
Through my work, my divinity touches infinity. 
 
And the more money I make, the greater the good I can do! 
 
 (BELL!) 
 



 
I love succeeding at my right livelihood. 
 
I inspire hearts and minds everywhere I go. 
 
I do what I love, and I love what I do. 
 
And I am totally successful at all that I do. 
 
All my needs, including needs for drama, attention and miracles, are met 
through financial success from now on. 
 
I Create and Receive Divine Wealth, now and forever. 
 
And I am always an Excellent Manager of Time, Money, Energy & 
Resources. 
 
Money is a good tool & I use it well, for the highest good of all. 
 
All that I desire exists right here right now. 
 
Every time I see or imagine gold, I am filled with golden abundance. 
 
I 100%, Body, Mind, Heart & Spirit, deserve, desire & welcome 
Financial Freedom Now! 
 
 
(BELL!) 



I deserve and enjoy excellent health, prosperity & time to enjoy it all! 
 
The wrong doors close for me gracefully, and the right doors swing right 
open. 
 
From this moment on, everything good comes my way. 
 
And Divine Timing guides all my Financial Matters. 
Because I am lucky and blessed. 
 
My heart and my household are filled with harmony, beauty, love and 
laughter. 
 
I follow the divine signs and pay attention to my intuition. 
 
A line of golden light in my center, I am in total alignment with 
prosperity, joy and abundance. 
 
I listen to that still, small voice within & create abundance now. 
 
I take enlightened, empowered action – and create my dream life NOW! 
 (BELL!) 
 

* * * 
 
 
 

 

 
SAGE is an Archangel Michael channel, Intuitive Abundance, Life Purpose & Business Coach, author 
and dynamic speaker specializing in helping Lightworkers make more money by making a much 
bigger difference. The creator of the P3 “Passion~ Purpose~ Prosperity!” system and “Prosperous 
Goddess” program, Sage has helped thousands worldwide make the leap into more joy, more love, 
more freedom and more abundance.  
 
SAGE’s spiritual prosperity products and programs are internationally renowned. Her first book, The 
Radical Self-Love Workbook, is now in 9 countries. SAGE has presented on radio, television and 
shared the stage with T. Harv Eker and Marianne Williamson at Peak Potentials. Sage is a certified 
clinical hypnotherapist, Third-Degree Usui Reiki Master and Teacher, ordained interfaith minister, 
mystic poet, and angelic shamanic Omnidimensional soul healer. She joyfully earns six figures doing 
what she loves while enjoying her 2 children, her Husky rescue dog, and an indescribably wonderful 
marriage with her Twin Flame soulmate, mandala artist & Reiki Master, Mark Goddard, near 
Sacramento, CA.  heartsoulhealing@yahoo.com.  
 
Sage is the “Midlife Widwife to Your Soul’s Rebirth!” TM 

 
www.ProsperityPassionPurpose.com 


